The Tennis Anti-Corruption Program (TACP) protects the integrity of the sport and protects you against corruption and betting-related offences. To read the full TACP rules, visit www.itia.tennis

**BETTING**
You cannot bet on any tennis event or assist others to do so.

Betting companies must not sponsor, employ or provide any other benefits to you in exchange for yours or your player’s services.

**MATCH FIXING**
Do not ask or help any player to fix the outcome or any aspect of a tennis event (this includes spot fixing of points, games or sets or attempting to manipulate the draw in any way).

**INSIDE INFORMATION**
Do not share non-public, sensitive information about a tennis event or a player for betting purposes with anyone.

**WILD CARDS**
Do not accept or give money or any form of compensation in exchange for a wild card on behalf of or for the benefit of a player, whether or not the player has knowledge of your actions.

To help protect our sport you must:

- **REPORT** any knowledge or suspicions of corruption to the ITIA.
- **INFORM** the ITIA as soon as possible if you receive a potentially corrupt approach.
- **COOPERATE** fully with ITIA investigations if asked to do so.

If you break the rules you could face a lifetime ban from tennis and a maximum fine of $250,000.

For further information, to report corrupt activity or if you have any questions download the ITIA app or contact us using the links below:

- education@itia.tennis
- www.itia.tennis

The ITIA has replaced the TIU as the body responsible for the integrity of professional tennis worldwide.